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‘... please always remember that a scientist's achievement may lie in many dif-
ferent areas: As an innovator (new discoveries, new theories, new concepts), as
a synthesiser (bringing together scattered information, sharing relationships
and interactions, particularly between different disciplines, like genetics and
taxonomy), as a disseminator (presenting specialized information and theory in
such a way that it becomes accessible to non-specialists [popularizer is a mis-
leading term]), as a compiler or cataloguer, as an analyst (dissecting complex
issues, clarifying matters by suggesting new terminologies, etc.), and in other
ways. [….] The philosophers of the physical sciences have given us a very
wrong picture of science, by implying that a scientist does only do either of two
things: (1) Discover new facts (for which he may get the Nobel Prize) or (2)
Propose new theories. Actually, much, if not most, of science is neither!’

Ernst Mayr to Will Provine (1979), quoted in W. Provine. 2005. Trends in
Ecology and Evolution 20:411-413.
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